New Finland Shop - Amer Experience offers Finnish design and brands online
Amer Experience Finland Shop introduces some of Finland's and the Nordic countries' best products and
trademarks - Excellent Nordic Design and Superior Quality.
Online PR News - 06-October-2020 - Amer Experience with the site Finland Shop introduces some of
Finland's and the Nordic countries' best products and trademarks - Excellent Nordic Design and Superior
Quality. In fact, one very popular section is the Taste of Finland delicious sweets and gourmet food.

Finland Shop is a small Finnish family business based on the Pacific Coast of the Americas. Living decades
abroad missing the Taste of Finland every day. Family Pensikkala created Finland Shopping sites because of
the strongly increasing demand for natural pure products and practical items for daily use.

Eco. Lassi Pensikkala hopes the Finns and Finland Lover's find here some useful information, and amazing
products they are very proud of.

Finland Shop brings daily some newly selected items with great prices. So check often the news on the site!

Finland Shop tries to bring some light also to people from different countries who are interested in Finnish
products but do not know much about us. Their most common questions are: What products are Made in
Finland? What is Finland known for? or even What kind of food do they eat in Finland?

Finnish products are world-known for their quality. Buying Made in Finland or Designed in Finland the clients
can be sure it is something very good.

The Finns and the Nordic people have high social and environmental responsibility - The nature of the nordic
people reflects in everything they do, in studies, work, business, arts, sports, and in the entire Finnish culture.

Some of the Finnish brands you already may know while others are very Finnish things - The Finns love
salmiakki and lakritsi a sort of licorice sweets. Mostly Finnish Expatriates can eat their black sweets alone
and in peace, very few other people like them.

The products or companies in Finland Shop have their origin in Finland or are owned by a Finnish enterprise.

Media Information
Eco. Lassi Pensikkala
lassi.pensikkala@amerexperience.com
http://https://amerexperience.com/finland-shop
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